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Abstract: An alternative energy source that has appeared beyond expectations and has seen a lot
of progress is the fuel cell. A proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell is chosen for analysis and
requires a DC-DC boost converter as an interface between the fuel cell and the load to provide a
high-gain regulated voltage. Although great effort towards developing different converter topologies
has been made during recent decades, less attention has been devoted to the reliability and thermal
performance assessment of the present converters. In this paper, five non-isolated DC-DC converters
are analyzed in terms of both thermal behavior and reliability. The temperature estimation of
semiconductor devices as a critical part of the thermal analysis has been made via a detailed thermal
model and the reliability is evaluated by means of a power cycling test. Finally, a performance score
has been attributed using the TOPSIS ranking methodology and considering all the criteria (e.g., the
number of components and cost) at the same time. The results indicated that the floating interleaved
boost converter is always at the top of the list, even if the weight of the indicators is changed. When
the weight of the cost criterion is higher than the reliability criterion, the multi-switch boost converter
will be in second place. If the weight of the reliability criterion is greater than cost, the interleaved and
multi-switch converter are ranked second and third, respectively. Additionally, the Cuk converter
with a closeness coefficient of zero is always associated with the most unfavorable performance.

Keywords: fuel cell; DC-DC converter; Norris–Landzberg; power modules; proton exchange membrane;
reliability; thermal analysis

1. Introduction

Population growth and the excessive use of electrical appliances have an enormous
influence on electricity consumption mainly coming from fossil fuels. Alternative energy
sources have gained considerable attention in many countries in recent decades, owing pri-
marily to greenhouse gas emissions, global warming, and ozone layer depletion. Although
there is a great effort to replace all the traditional energy sources with wind and solar
energies, fuel cells are becoming even more important and have gained a favorable position
as a leading source of power. Moreover, fuel cells are one of the effective technologies to
integrate green hydrogen into the power system. Given the fact that the fuel cell is compact,
lightweight, and non-polluting, it is very suitable for applications such as electric vehicles
and emergency power systems [1].

Compared to wind and solar power generation, the advantage of using a fuel cell is
that it can be used anywhere as there are no environmental or geographical constraints to
use it [2]. These features have enabled fuel cells to be used from watts to megawatts for
applications such as the space industry [3], portable applications [4], remote area power
supplies [5], and communication applications [6].
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Among the different types of fuel cells, proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEM-
FCs), with characteristics such as low operating temperature, high power density, low
cost, and fast response, are the most attractive option for electric vehicles and residential
applications [7]. A PEM fuel cell uses a solid polymer as an electrolyte which only needs
hydrogen and oxygen from the air. After generating electrochemical energy, the only
resulting by-product is water [8].

However, a power conditioning system for fuel cells still encounters several problems
due to the small and non-regulated voltage produced at the output of the fuel cell. Therefore,
the use of power electronic converters in order to step up/regulate the output voltage level
to the desired voltage and reduce the current ripple is necessary [9]. Using these converters
as an advantage, the number of cells used within the fuel cell can be reduced [10]. The
behavior of the fuel cell is nonlinear, which is why its output voltage should be initially
increased by a DC-DC boost converter to feed the load, or a grid-tie inverter can be
connected to the boost converter through a DC-link. Although transformer-based DC-DC
converters are commonly used to step up the voltage level, these converters will increase
the weight and cost of the entire fuel cell system, which is not desirable [11]. Another
important issue to consider is that a high-level current ripple can accelerate the aging of
the electrodes since the efficiency of transportation is reduced in an aged electrode [12].
The input current for a buck-boost power converter is discontinuous or pulsating; thus,
it is recommended to use step-up converters with an input inductor for a fuel cell to
minimize the current ripple [13]. Nevertheless, it is important to choose a power electronic
converter that has a longer lifetime and greater reliability while meeting the cost and
performance requirements.

The primary purpose of this paper is to evaluate five different non-isolated (transformer-
less) DC-DC step-up converters—including the conventional boost, interleaved boost,
floating-interleaved boost, multi-switch boost, and Cuk converter—in terms of both thermal
and reliability aspects. In the first stage, a detailed thermal model will be used to estimate
the accurate values of junction temperatures. Then, a power cycling test will be done
by applying a periodic power with a frequency of 1 Hz to the power semiconductors,
after which, the gathered temperature variations will be used to calculate the number
of cycles to failure as perhaps the most significant factor concerning their reliability and
lifetime. A ranking methodology will be adopted with the aim to bring into focus the
important indicators (the number of cycles to failure, highest junction temperatures, the
number of components, and cost) for selecting the most appropriate converter for use on
fuel cell applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a detailed description
of the PEM fuel cell and its relationships. The equations related to the different DC-
DC boost converter topologies are addressed in Section 3. The proposed thermal model
for accurate estimation of power semiconductors’ junction temperature is described in
Section 4. Section 5 presents all the information related to the power cycling test procedure
and reliability evaluation. The results and discussion are presented in Section 6, and finally,
the conclusion is drawn in Section 7.

2. Fuel Cell

Among the various types of fuel cells, proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs)
have attracted much attention in recent years since they can operate at relatively low
temperatures with a fast start-up [14]. The process of generating electricity from a PEM fuel
cell is linked to chemical reactions that lead to electron transfer. These chemical reactions can
be divided into two categories: oxidation (emission of electrons) and reduction (absorption
of electrons). In the PEM fuel cells, an acidic polymer membrane is used as the electrolyte
and the chemical reactions that produce electricity take place at the electrodes based on the
following reactions [15]:

Oxidation: H2 → 2H+ + 2e−

Reduction: 4H+ + O2 + 4e− → 2H2O
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To achieve the overall reaction, the first equation (oxidation reaction) must be doubled
and then summed up with the second one (reduction reaction), as the number of electrons
is the same on both sides of the equations:

Oxidation: 2H2 → 4H+ + 4e−

Reduction: 4H+ + O2 + 4e− → 2H2O

2H2 + O2 → 2H2O + energy

According to the fact that water (H2O) is a liquid for temperatures below 100 ◦C and
the chemical equation of the PEM fuel cell, the thermodynamic voltage equation would
change for two different temperature ranges to Equation (1) [16]. In fact, PH2O exhibits the
water activity between anode and electrolyte.

En =



E0 + (T − T0)
∆S0
zF + RT

zF ln
(

PH2 P
1
2

O2

)
T ≤ 100 ◦C

E0 + (T − T0)
∆S0
zF + RT

zF ln

 PH2 P
1
2

O2
PH2O

 T > 100 ◦C

(1)

where F is the Faraday constant, z is the number of electrons transferred (z = 2), En is the ther-
modynamic voltage, E0 is the standard electrode voltage, T0 is the temperature at standard
condition (298 K), and ∆S0 exhibits the entropy of the chemical reaction (−44.43 J/mol K).
The parameters of PH2 , PO2 , and PH2O denote the partial pressure of H2, O2, and H2O in atm,
respectively [17]. By substituting the aforementioned values in Equation (1), the Nernst
equation can be obtained as follows [18]:

En =



1.229 + (T − 298)−44.43
zF + RT

zF ln
(

PH2 P
1
2

O2

)
T ≤ 100 ◦C

1.229 + (T − 298)−44.43
zF + RT

zF ln

 PH2 P
1
2

O2
PH2O

 T > 100 ◦C

(2)

Assuming that the fuel contains x% hydrogen and the input air contains y% oxygen
and w% water vapor, the partial pressures can be expressed based on the hydrogen and
oxygen utilization as follows:

PH2 =
(

1−U f H2

)
x%Pf uel

PH2O =
(

w + 2y%U f O2

)
Pair

PO2 =
(

1−U f O2

)
y%Pair

(3)

where U f H2 and U f O2 are the values of hydrogen and oxygen utilization, respectively; these
parameters can be calculated in terms of flow rate at the inlet, cell current, and pressures as
follows [19]:

U fH2
=

6000× R× T × N × i f c

2× F× Pf uel ×Vlpm f × x%
(4)

U fO2
=

6000× R× T × N × i f c

4× F× Pair ×Vlpma × y%
(5)

where Pfuel and Pair are absolute supply pressures of hydrogen and air, respectively. The
parameters Vlpmf and Vlpma are the flow rates of hydrogen and air at the inlet in L/min.
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The fuel and airflow rates (FRs) are considered the inputs and are controlled by two
separate regulators as follows [20]:

FuelFR =
60000× R× (273 + T)× N × Ire fH2

2× F×
(

101325× PfH2

)
×
(

U fH2
100

)
×
( xH2

100

) (6)

AirFR =
60000× R× (273 + T)× N × Ire fO2

4× F×
(

101325× PfO2

)
×
(

U fO2
100

)
×
( yO2

100

) (7)

where U f H2 and U f O2 are nominal utilization of hydrogen (98.47%) and oxygen (35.2%),
respectively. The parameters xH2 and yO2 are the composition of fuel (99.95%) and oxidant
(21%), respectively, and Iref is the reference current.

Fuel Cell Losses

Due to the losses that exist within the fuel cells, achieving the ideal cell potential is
not possible, and the amount of voltage generated is always less than the theoretical value,
which can be defined as voltage drop as shown in Equation (8):

V = E – Elosses (8)

Typically, the losses occurring within a fuel cell can be divided into two main categories:
ohmic polarization loss and activation loss. The main cause of the activation losses is the
slow response of chemical reactions at the surface of electrodes. This group of fuel cell
losses accounts for the most contribution to the total losses, which is why it is well-known as
the most important factor in the voltage drop (Vact). A portion of the potential is consumed
for emitting electrons to electrodes; therefore, it will reduce the total actual potential [21].
This means that the electrons are continuously moving which causes a current called
the Exchange Current (i0). The direct relationship between the exchange current and the
activation voltage drop can be obtained by the electrochemical kinetics equation, and its
simplified formula is shown in Equation (9) [22].

i f c = i0e
zαFVact

RT (9)

By taking the logarithm of both sides of the above equation, the activation voltage loss
for the fuel cell can be determined as follows [23]:

Vact = −A ln i f c (10)

A =
RT
z

αF (11)

Vact =
RT
zαF

ln
( i f e

i0

)
= A ln

( i f e

i0

)
(12)

where ifc is the fuel cell current and A is the slope of the Tafel curve.
It should be noted that hydrogen oxidation at the anode is much faster than oxygen re-

duction at the cathode, and the cathode is the major factor in limiting the dynamic behavior
of the activation voltage drop [24]. When the load suddenly changes, the amplitude of the
current is directly proportional to the changes. These current variations instantaneously
lead to altering the ohmic losses, but the cell voltage needs time to sense the changes and
reaches its steady state. This problem can be solved by considering a delay based on the cell
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response time (Td) in the activation losses equation [25]. Therefore, the modified equation
of the activation voltage drop can be found as follows:

Vact =
RT
zαF

ln
( i f c

i0

)
e−sTd =

RT
zαF

ln
( i f c

i0

)
1

sTd + 1
(13)

In addition to the activation losses, another important loss is the ohmic or resistive
loss, which is related to the transportation of protons and electrons within the cell. This
loss is due to the resistance of the electrons in the anode and cathode and the resistance
to the membrane. The total ohmic loss can be described by multiplying the current by an
internal resistance (Rohm) as follows:

Vohm = Vohm.a + Vohm.membrane + Vohm.c = I f c × Rohm (14)

The exchange current i0 based on the hydrogen and oxygen concentration or partial
pressures is derived as follows [26]:

i0 =
zFk
(

PH2 + PO2

)
Rh

e
−∆G

RT (15)

where k is the Boltzmann’s constant and h is the Planck’s constant.
When the current does not flow, the voltage will only depend on the inlet pressures

because the utilization of hydrogen and oxygen is zero. For the currents greater than
zero, the hydrogen and oxygen utilization will also affect the Nernst voltage. Thus, the
open-circuit voltage would be as follows [19]:

Eoc =


KiEn i f c ≤ 0

KcEn i f c > 0

(16)

where Ki and Kc are the ratios of open circuit voltage to the Nernst voltage is zero and
nominal hydrogen and oxygen utilization, respectively.

According to the mentioned equations, a detailed model of the PEM fuel cell can
be extracted as shown in Figure 1. Additionally, the complete model is simulated in the
MATLAB Simulink environment.
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The model used in this study has some limitations, such as neglecting the influence
of temperature and humidity on the internal resistance or ignoring water and gases flow
through the membrane [27]. In this detailed model, the following assumptions are made
while simulating the PEM fuel cell [28]:

• The gases are ideal.
• The hydrogen and air are fed into the stack.
• The cooling system is embedded so that the temperature of the anode and cathode is

stable at the stack temperature.
• A water management system is designed to adjust the humidity inside the cell to an

appropriate degree under various conditions.
• Pressure drops across flow channels are ignorable.
• The cell resistance under any operation condition is considered to be constant.
• Considering that in most cases, the fuel cell does not operate in the mass transport

region, the mass transport losses or concentration losses are negligible.

All the required parameters were modified based on the 25-kW used fuel cell as below:

• Nominal voltage: 210 V
• Nominal current: 120 A
• Number of cells: 300
• Nominal stack efficiency: 55%
• Operating temperature: 65 ◦C
• Fuel cell resistance: 0.487 Ω
• Nominal airflow rate: 2100 L/min

3. DC-DC Converters

DC-DC converters with step-up capability are widely utilized in a large number of
industries and applications at different power levels from watts to multi-megawatts. Due
to the ability of the converters to isolate the input from the output, they can be divided
into two general categories: isolated and non-isolated. In power electronics, isolation
means the electrical separation between the input and the output of a converter by using a
transformer. The power converters in this category are mainly used in situations where
more than one input is required [29]. However, these converters are not applicable in cases
where a circuit with limited volume and weight is required. Therefore, the volume, weight,
and transformer losses are the most important limiting factors for using these converters in
embedded applications [30].

On the other hand, the non-isolated converters do not have a transformer in their
structure, which will not only reduce the overall size of the converter but also reduce
dissipated heat from switching and eliminate copper losses [31]. Another positive feature
of a non-isolated converter is its low manufacturing cost which allows for operating at
higher temperatures with higher efficiency [32].

3.1. Boost Converter

Boost converters are typically used to boost up the input voltage at the desired volt-
age level while stepping down the supply current. This converter is categorized as a
switched-mode power supply and generally is composed of two semiconductor devices
(diode/switching transistor) and storage elements (inductor/capacitor). The boost con-
verter topology is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Circuit diagram of the conventional boost converter.

A controller is responsible for managing the switch between two states of “on” and
“off”. By flowing the current through the inductor during the on state, electrical energy is
stored in the magnetic field; then, the capacitor supplies the current to load, and the diode
is reverse-biased. During the off state, the diode is forward-biased and allows current to
flow through the circuit; then, the stored energy will transfer to the load.

The boost converter can operate in both discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) and
continuous conduction mode (CCM) which is determined by the effect on the current of
the inductor [33]. In DCM, all energy stored in the inductor will be consumed in each cycle,
there will be no energy and current for part of the time, and the inductor current will reach
zero during a switching cycle. In CCM, the inductor current in each cycle is greater than
zero, and some parts of the energy of each cycle remain to meet the next cycle. The usage
of boost converters offers several benefits:

• Continuous input current
• Has the smallest possible number of components
• Simple drive circuit due to the grounded switch used in this topology

In contrast, this converter has some drawbacks such as [34]:

• Requiring a large capacitor size
• Poor efficiency for very large duty cycles
• Non-isolated input from the output
• High switching noise

The input and output voltages in the boost converter have a direct relationship with
the duty cycle of the pulses which can be described as follows:

Vout

Vin
=

1
1− D

(17)

where Vout, Vin, and D are the output voltage of the converter, the input voltage, and the
converter’s duty cycle, respectively. Regarding the value of 0 < D < 1, it is clear that the
output voltage is always higher than the input voltage.

For converters that have a high current output, the use of a switch instead of a diode
in the output looks quite reasonable. Synchronizing in the power converters means re-
placing the switch instead of the diode; and here, a synchronous boost converter with
two switches is considered for analysis. In cases where the large voltage drop across the
diode is not desirable, a synchronous converter can be used to improve efficiency and
power losses. If the current level stays the same in both synchronous and non-synchronous
topologies, the voltage drop of the switch will be less than the diode, resulting in lower
power dissipation and heat generated in the semiconductor [35]. For duty cycles of more
than 40%, the efficiency of a synchronous boost converter would be greater than non-
synchronous [36]. However, ideal semiconductor devices are considered in this paper,
and the power losses and temperatures of this topology would not be different with the
nonsynchronous boost converter.
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3.2. Interleaved Boost Converter

As mentioned earlier, one of the major disadvantages of the conventional boost con-
verter is operating at a high duty cycle ratio which leads to reducing efficiency, increasing
switching losses, and a high voltage drops over the parasitic elements [37]. By proposing
the interleaved boost converter, different benefits—such as reduced input-output ripple,
higher efficiency, and improved reliability—are realized while using this topology [38]. Fur-
thermore, using the interleaved boost converter would be associated with smaller parasitic
elements, which reduces the power losses in the circuit. Here, a two-phase interleaved
boost converter, as illustrated in Figure 3, is considered.
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Figure 3. Circuit diagram of the interleaved boost converter.

Due to the two-phase structure of this converter, each phase must operate at 180◦

according to the phase shift equation. Considering the simultaneous operating of these two
phases, the frequency of the whole circuit is doubled which can reduce the voltage ripple.
Additionally, the input current ripple decreases by increasing the frequency. During the
on state for the first phase, the inductor current increases and it will store energy in the
inductor; but during the off state, this stored energy will be delivered to the load through
the first phase. By giving the gate pulse to the second phase, a similar process to the first
phase will be performed to store and discharge energy in the inductor [39]. Therefore,
these two phases alternately feed the load. The voltage conversion ratio is similar to the
conventional boost converter, but the duty cycles should be carefully selected so that they
do not overlap [40].

3.3. Floating Interleaved Boost Converter

Another topology examined in this paper is a floating interleaved boost converter
which is a mixture of two boost converters at the same input and output. This topology is
shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Circuit diagram of the floating interleaved boost converter.

This two-stage converter is able to operate in lower current and voltage ripples result-
ing in an increased rating for the converter. According to the literature [41], the advantages
of the floating interleaved boost converter over the basic topology are as follows:
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• Higher efficiency
• Higher voltage ratio for the converter
• Higher input and output frequency—fewer losses
• Improved reliability due to the parallel structure
• Reduced size of the parasitic elements, weight, and volume

During various modes of operation, the two output capacitors always have a series
connection with the voltage source. The relationship between the input and output voltages
is as follows [42]:

Vout

Vin
=

1 + D
1− D

(18)

As is evident, to achieve the same output voltage level in the floating boost converter,
a lower duty cycle is required compared to the conventional boost converter. This means
this topology is able to provide a higher gain than the basic boost.

3.4. Multi-Switch Boost Converter

For high power applications, one of the ways to circumvent thermal damage from
semiconductor devices in a basic converter topology is paralleling several power semicon-
ductors (or switches) when a single switch is not able to handle the flowing current. This
means the high current that passes through a single switch and causes a sharp rise in its
temperature can be divided into two or more portions in a multi-switch topology. This
method can be adopted when the basic boost converter is suffering high power dissipa-
tion, has an inability to control high currents, thermal management issues, or magnetic
design [43]. A dual-switch boost converter is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Circuit diagram of the multi-switch boost converter.

It is clear from Figure 5 that it would not be reasonable if the two switches were turned
on simultaneously. For this reason, the entire duty cycle of a basic boost topology should
be divided between the two switches equally or unequally. In this study, the duty cycle is
evenly divided between two switches (i.e., each switch is responsible for 25% of the cycle).
Therefore, in order to avoid overlapping, the duty cycle of the second switch should be
applied with a delay of 1/4 cycle compared to the first switch.

3.5. Cuk Converter

Cuk converter is another basic DC-DC converter which is a series combination of boost
and buck converters. This feature allows us to adjust the output voltage to greater or less than
its supply voltage. However, this converter also has the same drawback as the buck-boost
converter, which denotes its output polarity is always negative while operating in the CCM
mode. The diode would be reverse-biased when the switch is turned on, and the inductors’
current would increase; this means the power can be delivered to the output load. The diode
would be forward-biased when the switch is off, and it leads to the charging of the coupling
capacitor. Thus, the output voltage conversion ratio for the Cuk converter is as follows:

Vout

Vin
=

D
1− D

(19)

This topology can offer some benefits such as higher efficiency, less current ripple,
and reduced switching losses over the buck-boost topology [44]. In order to provide a
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positive output voltage, an extra diode and an extra switch can be added to the conventional
topology, as shown in Figure 6 [45]. The voltage conversion ratio would be the same as the
inverting Cuk converter. This single-stage topology operates based on the charging and
discharging of the capacitor located in the middle [46].
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4. Thermal Model of Power Semiconductors

Over recent years, system design requirements and reliability issues related to the
thermal analysis of power electronic converters have been placed at the top of the priority
list. Thus, an accurate approach for determining and simulating the thermal behavior of
power semiconductors utilized within a power converter seems to be crucial; and the key to
achieving optimal performance and increasing the lifespan of the converter is to determine
the junction temperature. Due to the large time constant and delayed response of the
heatsink (or cooling system) relative to the temperature, direct measurement of the junction
temperature from these available points is subject to a great deal of error. Nevertheless,
a method for proper temperature estimation should be provided. This method mainly
involves thermal modeling of both semiconductor devices and cooling systems by assuming
the thermal resistances and capacitances; then, applying the power losses as the input to
this model and the output would be equal to the junction temperature. Therefore, the first
step for estimating the temperature is adopting a method of power loss estimation in a
power module.

Types of power semiconductors’ losses are mainly divided into two categories: con-
duction and switching losses. The IGBT switch is not ideal and has an internal resistance,
which is why a voltage will be caused by conducting the current. The conduction losses
can be calculated by multiplying the instantaneous-collector current (Ic) by the on-state
collector-emitter voltage (Vce) as follows [47]:

Pcon = Ic ×Vce
(

Ic, Tj
)

(20)

The voltage Vce at the same time depends on both the collector current and the
junction temperature (Tj); thus, at each step, the temperature of the previous step should
be determined for calculation. The voltage, current, and junction temperature relationships
are presented as a line graph in the product’s datasheet. Given that this graph is only
provided for a limited number of temperatures (e.g., 25 ◦C and 125 ◦C), linear interpolation
and extrapolation should be employed for the rest of the temperatures between and outside
the given two temperatures. The whole process will be implemented by the lookup
table method as a measurement-based method. The conduction losses of the diode can be
extracted by substituting the diode forward voltage (Vf) and the current in a forward-biased
state (If) with the aforementioned parameters.

The switching losses in an IGBT can be defined as the losses due to the charging and
discharging of the internal capacitance while fast turning off and on. The switching losses
can be determined by multiplying the switching frequency (fsw) by the energy losses in
each commutation, where this energy loss is a function of the supply voltage (Vcc) and the
collector current (Ic) as follows [47]:

Psw = (Eon
(
Vcc, Ic, Tj

)
+ Eo f f

(
Vcc, Ic, Tj

)
)× fsw (21)
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Meanwhile, this type of loss is also directly dependent on the junction temperature,
and by raising the temperature, it will increase. For this reason, similar to the conductive
losses, the lookup table method is also required for calculating switching losses, but with
the difference that the interpolation should also be used for the supply voltage and junction
temperatures. It is evident that by increasing the switching frequency, the switching losses
will also rise. The mentioned procedure should be repeated for the diode’s losses by using
reverse recovery energy loss (Err) instead of the summation of on-off energy losses [47].

Power losses play the role of a heat source for the thermal modeling of an IGBT
module. If the power loss inside the module is so high, an extreme junction temperature
will be produced which can cause severe damage to the component. Thus, the junction
temperature (Tj) should always be kept below the maximum allowable value. In addition,
the temperature swing (∆Tj), maximum (Tjmax), and minimum (Tjmin) temperatures are also
important factors for failure [48]. Mechanical failures occur when the power semiconductor
has experienced a specified number of thermal cycles, which will be discussed more in
detail at a later moment. Therefore, the thermal model should also be able to determine the
temperature fluctuations precisely.

There are different approaches for estimating the junction temperatures such as the
finite elements method (FEM) and thermal equivalent circuits [49]. Resistance-Capacitance
(RC) thermal model is the most popular way of estimating temperature due to its simplicity
and considerable accuracy. This flexible model was first introduced in 1959 [50], and today
it can be used for 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D modeling. The RC thermal model is usually defined
by two types: Foster and Cauer. Although the Foster model does not provide a physical
concept, it is easy and possible to transform this model into the same-order Cauer model by
solving mathematical equations [51]. In this study, a Cauer ladder network is considered
for the junction-to-case section. In order to implement an IGBT/diode into this thermal
model, it is required to represent the heat conduction path from the upper layer (junction)
to the lowest layer (case); then, it is needed to continue this heat flux path from the case to
the ambient through a heatsink. Due to the similarity of the electro-thermal model, power
losses would be considered as a continuous current source in the RC thermal model. This
process is depicted in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Cross−sectional representation of IGBT power module.

It is evident that there are different layers with various materials and physical di-
mensions from junction to case, and one RC-pair is assigned to each layer based on the
layer’s thickness, thermal conductivity, effective area, specific heat, and density. Moreover,
physical modeling in the simulation environment can be used to display the heat transfer
between the case and the ambient, so that the case-to-heatsink and heatsink-to-ambient
thermal transfers are conduction and convective, respectively. More detailed explanations
of the implemented physical model are provided in [47]. Due to the dependence of the
power dissipations on the temperature, computations must be made as a closed recursive
loop, as shown in Figure 8.
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5. Reliability Evaluation

The switching devices used in power electronic converters are the most failure-prone
components and they are easily damaged. As power modules are composed of different
layers with various thicknesses, materials, and physical properties, the thermal expansion
for each layer will show a different behavior over a given temperature. Thus, the power
module is subject to failure due to this thermal stress caused within its structure. For this
reason, methods such as thermal cycling are enormously useful in identifying degradation
mechanisms that dominate the lifetime of power modules [52]. The thermal stress will
gradually lead to fatigue and the useful life of the module will be the same as the number
of thermal cycles, which reduces with increasing junction temperature’s fluctuation. Power
cycling is an efficient method for subjecting the bonded connections, soldered joints, and
substrate lamination to thermal cycling [53]. During the power cycling test, the power
semiconductors are repeatedly heated up by the power losses inside the module; then,
they are cooled down by the cooling system. The cycle length is usually between several
milliseconds to a few seconds [54].

There are various analytical methods to link the failure mechanism to reliability
performance, and by using these methods, an accurate prediction of the module lifetime
would be expected. The most well-known lifetime model is the Coffin–Manson model,
which is a strain-based model. The Coffin–Manson model is presented as follows:

N f = α
(
∆Tj
)−n (22)

where α and n are constant parameters that are empirically obtained. This simple equation
simply indicates that the number of cycles to failure is directly related to the temperature
change (∆Tj). The parameter of ∆Tj shows the difference between the maximum and
minimum temperatures for each cycle. In [55], it has been concluded that the average
junction temperature also affects the lifetime and must be included in the aforesaid equation
(Equation (22)). Thus, the Coffin–Manson model was modified by the Arrhenius approach
as follows [55]:

N f = α
(
∆Tj
)−n exp(

Ea

kbTjm
) (23)

where Tjm, Ea, and kb are the average junction temperature (in Kelvin), activation energy,
and Boltzmann constant (8.617 × 10−5 eV/K), respectively. Another analytical lifetime
model is known as Norris—Landzberg model, which also considers the frequency of
temperature cycles. The equation related to the Norris–Landzberg model is given in the
following equation [56]:

N f = α× f n2 ×
(
∆Tj
)−n1 exp(

Ea

kbTjm
) (24)

If the frequency of the temperature cycle is 1 Hz, this model will be the same as the
improved Coffin–Manson model (Equation (23)). It should be noted that all parameters
of a Coffin–Manson model must be characterized prior to employment, according to the
structure of the desirable power module. To obtain the model parameters, the power
cycling capability diagram provided in the datasheet should be used. Since the Fuji U-
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series power module is utilized in this paper, the power cycling diagram for this module is
shown in Figure 9.
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Here, the curve fitting toolbox in MATLAB is used to extract the lifetime model’s
parameters. The obtained parameters for the examined power module are calculated as
α = 3.128 × 1012, n = 4.326, and Ea = 0.06606 eV. To neglect the effect of cycling frequency in
the lifetime model, the input power would be in the form of a square pulse (heating 0.5 s
and cooling 0.5 s) as shown in Figure 10.
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6. Results and Discussion

The obtained results from the thermal analysis of the examined converters are pre-
sented in this section. In the first part, a comparison will be made between the studied
converters from the point of view of thermal behavior and temperature variations. In the
second part, by performing a thermal cycling simulation, a comparative analysis will be
done in terms of reliability. In the last part, the rating of converters will be presented in
terms of different indicators such as the thermal behavior, reliability, number of components,
and cost.

6.1. Conventional Boost Converter

The thermal behavior of different components within the boost converter is provided
in Figure 11. It can be seen that the junction temperatures start to rise from the ambient
temperature (25 ◦C), and after 1 s, they almost reach their constant values in accordance
with the fixed output load. It should be noted that the diode chips always have smaller
cross-sectional areas and higher thermal resistance; thus, at the same power losses, the
diode would have a higher temperature than an IGBT switch.
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Figure 11. The junction temperature of the power semiconductors within the conventional
boost converter.

The lowest temperature rise is related to the anti-parallel diode (D1) which has a tem-
perature increase of about 41 ◦C. Here, the steady-state junction temperature for the switch
is undesirably high while supplying an output power of 25 kW, and its final temperature
rises to approximately 110 ◦C. Although this converter has a quite simple topology with
only three semiconductor devices in its structure, its components’ temperature seems not
to be entirely compatible with the fuel cell applications.

6.2. Interleaved Boost Converter

Due to the aforesaid advantages of this converter compared to the conventional boost
converter, the interleaved topology has achieved a good reputation as a step-up converter
in fuel cell systems. The junction temperatures related to the semiconductors used within
this topology are shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. The junction temperature of the power semiconductors within the interleaved boost converter.

As is evident from Figure 12, the temperatures in each pair are similar (Q1 = Q2,
D1 = D2, and D3 = D4) because of the symmetrical structure of the converter topology.
Among the semiconductor devices, the junction temperature of Q1 and Q2 is the highest
(62.28). While the D1 and D2’s junction temperature rise is only 20.45 ◦C, the diodes D3 and D4
experience considerable thermal stress leading to an increased temperature to 56.62 ◦C.

6.3. Floating Interleaved Boost Converter

The semiconductor devices of this converter will have the same thermal behavior due
to the symmetric structure (Q1 = Q2, D1 = D2, and D3 = D4). Due to multiple benefits of
this converter (e.g., low input current ripple), it is very suitable for fuel cell applications.
In addition, by increasing the number of stages in this structure, the overall performance
of this converter would be improved; however, adding each floor increases the cost and
complexity. The results of the thermal analysis are provided in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. The junction temperature of the power semiconductors within the floating-interleaved
boost converter.

In this converter, the most dominant heat source is the diode D3 (or D4), which operates
at a temperature of 91.66 ◦C. The switches also work at an operating temperature of 69.57 ◦C,
which is much lower than the conventional boost converter. This obvious temperature
reduction is also repeated for the diode, and the anti-parallel diode’s temperature is only
about 49 ◦C.

6.4. Multi-Switch Boost Converter

The main purpose of this topology is to divide the thermal stress created on one single
pair of switch/diode into several parallel pairs. Therefore, although the number of used
components will increase, the average thermal stress will be lowered. The components’
temperature variations are illustrated in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. The junction temperature of the power semiconductors within the multi-switch
boost converter.

As it is clear from Figure 14, this topology has been able to greatly reduce the tem-
perature of the switches so that the junction temperature drops from 110 ◦C for the switch
utilized in the conventional boost converter to 70.21 ◦C by the equalization of the thermal
stress on two parallel switches. Because the duty cycle is divided equally between the two
switches, their temperature behavior would be the same during the operation. Additionally,
this topology is capable of reducing all diodes’ temperature—the anti-parallel diode from
66.60 to 49.93 ◦C and D3 from 112.11 to 97.83 ◦C.

6.5. Cuk Converter

According to this topology, it is expected that the most flowing current is related to
the switch Q1 and the diode D2. This current passing through these semiconductor devices
can cause a tremendous amount of power loss and generated heat. The results are depicted
in Figure 15.
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As depicted in Figure 15, the switch Q1 with a junction temperature of 106.5 ◦C is the
hottest component in this converter. The temperature of the diode D2 is also ranked second
with 94.94 ◦C after switch Q1, which has the highest power loss/temperature among the
diodes. The interesting thing about this topology is that the switch Q2 and the anti-parallel
diode D1 are experiencing the same junction temperature which is equal to 62.29 ◦C. The
diode D4 has the smallest contribution to reducing the reliability and lifespan because
while operating, its temperature has only a slight increase from the ambient temperature
(approximately 15 ◦C).

6.6. Reliability Assessment

According to prior studies, semiconductor devices used in power electronic converters
have always been considered a major factor in reducing reliability and lifetime [57]. Thus,
the reliability of the most fragile components of the system has been evaluated in the first
stage while undertaking lifetime assessments. To analyze the semiconductor devices in
terms of reliability, the above-mentioned relationships are used, and a thermal cycling test
must be performed on the converters under study. The extracted results of this simulation
on the boost converter are shown in Figure 16.
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cycling test.

As is clear from Figure 16, a constant power has been applied to the power module in
the first part of the cycle (0.5 s), and in the next 0.5 s, the applied power to the semiconductor
devices is interrupted and the module is allowed to cool down by the heatsink (or cooling
system). During this test, depending on the cooling capacity of the heatsink, the junction
temperature may reach the ambient temperature over the cooling phase or may not. For
instance, in the boost converter case, the junction temperature did not reach the ambient
temperature (25 ◦C).
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What is important from this test for reliability analysis is the maximum and minimum
temperatures during the thermal cycling, as the lifetime of the module is also measured by
these values (these maximum and minimum values are specified in Figure 16). To determine
the parameters ∆Tj and Tjm, these maximum and minimum temperatures are adequate;
then, by performing the thermal test for all the converters under the mentioned conditions,
the data listed in Table 1 can be found. Therefore, the Norris–Landzberg parameter (the
number of cycles) can be calculated by substituting values in Equation (24).

Table 1. The obtained results from the power cycling test for all five converters.

Converters Tjmax (◦C) Tjmin (◦C) Tjm (◦C) ∆Tj (◦C) Nf (No. Cycles)

Conventional Boost 113.60 34.47 74.04 79.13 174,568
Interleaved Boost 65.41 29.44 47.43 35.97 6,350,411

Floating Interleaved Boost 58.72 29.20 43.96 29.52 15,325,855
Multi-switch Boost 65.87 28.89 47.38 36.98 5,635,353

Cuk 99.87 31.52 65.70 68.35 347,316

It is clear from Table 1 that the conventional boost converter is quite failure-prone due
to its improper performance in terms of reliability. In the meanwhile, the most compet-
itive topologies are interleaved, floating interleaved, and multi-switch. Although there
seems to be no significant temperature difference between these converters, the number
of cycles can vary enormously even with a slight difference in temperature values, so
the floating interleaved converter has almost three times better performance than the
interleaved converter.

In order to have a better comparison between the studied converters, it is necessary to
examine all indicators related to thermal performance, reliability, number of components,
and cost at the same time. The first important factor in choosing the best converter for fuel
cell applications is the number of cycles, because a higher number of cycles means a greater
useful lifespan.

The second most important factor among the chosen topologies is the highest junction
temperature among the semiconductor devices (Tjmax(Q) and Tjmax(D)); these values need
to be as low as possible for more efficient operation and an optimal cooling system. The
diodes and IGBTs corresponding to the highest temperature are specified for each converter
as follows:

• Conventional Boost: D2 and Q1
• Interleaved Boost: D3 (or D4) and Q1 (or Q2)
• Floating Interleaved Boost: D3 (or D4) and Q1 (or Q2)
• Multi-switch Boost: D3 and Q2
• Cuk: D2 and Q1

The next decisive factor in a fuel cell system is the cost of the converter, which is
even preferred in some cases to the performance. To determine the cost indicator, four
different levels are specified: very low (1), low (2), average (3), and high (4). The next
factor is the number of circuit components; a smaller number of components would be
better. Reducing the number of circuit components—particularly power switching devices
and the required drive circuit—is important because it reduces the weight, size, cost, and
installation area [58]. The aforesaid indicators are given in Table 2. In the next step, a
ranking methodology should be proposed that can be applied to the information provided
in Table 2.
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Table 2. The selected criteria and information for the ranking procedure.

Converters Nf(No. Cycles) Tjmax (Q)
(◦C)

Tjmax (D)
(◦C) No. Components Cost

Conventional Boost 174,568 111.00 112.10 5 Very Low
Interleaved Boost 6,350,411 69.94 91.66 9 High

Floating Interleaved Boost 15,325,855 62.25 56.65 10 High
Multi-switch Boost 5,635,353 71.12 97.76 7 Average

Cuk 347,316 106.50 94.94 10 High

The Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) method [59],
which is one of the most popular approaches for decision making, has been used to
allocate a rank for each topology. In the TOPSIS method, the ideal (positive) solution is
the one that maximizes the benefit of the criteria/attributes and minimizes the cost of the
criteria (attributes), while the negative ideal solution is the one that maximizes the cost
of criteria/attributes and maximizes profit criteria (attributes). The closest alternative to
the ideal solution and, at the same time, the farthest from the negative ideal is the best
alternative. In the TOPSIS method, the following procedure must be followed [60]:

1. Calculate the normalized decision matrix Xij =
[
xij
]

m×n based on the normalized
values as follows:

Xij =
xij√

∑n
j=1 x2

ij

(25)

2. Calculate the weighted normalized decision matrix by multiplying the selected
weights by the normalized values as follows:

Vij = Xij ×Wj (26)

In this step, a weight should be considered for each criterion. A greater weight of
the criterion shows that it is more important in the overall utility compared with criteria
with lower weights. The weights are usually normalized so that their summation would be
equal to 1 [61].

3 Determine the positive and negative ideal solutions:

V+ =
(
V+

1 , V+
2 , . . . , V+

n
)

V− =
(
V−1 , V−2 , . . . , V−n

) (27)

where,

V+
j =


maxi

(
Vij
)

if criterion j is benefit

mini
(
Vij
)

if criterion j is cost

V−j =


mini

(
Vij
)

if criterion j is benefit

maxi
(
Vij
)

if criterion j is cost

(28)

In this analysis, the Norris–Landzberg parameter (Nf) is only considered as a benefit,
while all other indicators are non-beneficial criteria (cost).

4 Calculate the distance of each alternative from the ideal solution by using the Eu-
clidean distance formula as follows:

S+
i =

√√√√ m

∑
j=1

(
Vij −Vj

+
)2 (29)
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Similarly, the Euclidean distance from the negative ideal solution can be obtained by:

S−i =

√√√√ m

∑
j=1

(
Vij −Vj

−)2 (30)

5 Calculate the relative closeness for each alternative as the performance score by
dividing its positive ideal solution by the summation of its ideal solutions:

Pi = Si
−/(Si

− + Si
+
) (31)

A higher value of the closeness coefficient indicates that the alternative is closer to the
positive ideal solution. Thus, in the final stage, the alternatives must be ranked based on the
calculated relative closeness that will make the alternative perform the best. In this research,
the considered weights for the Norris–Landzberg parameter (Nf) for the maximum junction
temperature of switches (Tjmax(Q)), maximum junction temperature of diodes (Tjmax(D)),
number of total components, and cost are 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.1, and 0.3, respectively. From
these selected weights, it is clear that the total cost is more significant compared to a single
lifetime criterion, but by assuming all three reliability factors, these reliability indicators will
play a critical role in selecting the most proper topology. In the meantime, the number of circuit
components is important because it influences the size, weight, and complexity of the circuit.
The above procedure has been implemented in a MATLAB environment in which the obtained
closeness coefficients (or performance score) and ranks are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. The determined performance scores and ranks for the candidates (first scenario).

Converters Performance Score (P) Rank

Conventional Boost 0.3306 4
Interleaved Boost 0.3553 3

Floating Interleaved Boost 0.6694 1
Multi-switch Boost 0.3679 2

Cuk 0.1092 5

As can be seen from Table 3, the best ranking is by far related to the floating interleaved
converter because this converter performs the best in terms of both reliability and thermal
behavior. Interestingly, the conventional boost converter is ranked fourth by considering
the factors such as the number of components, simplicity, and cost. Although the cost
is significantly important, this converter could not gain a high-performance score. The
multi-switch converter is in the second place due to its superiority (less cost and number of
components) to the interleaved converter. The Cuk converter also gets the worst rating and
comes in the last place, with a performance score of 0.11.

To clarify that if the overall performance (reliability and thermal conditions) is the
highest-priority indicator rather than the cost, another scenario is considered here in which
it is assumed that the cost weight is 0.2 instead of 0.3; and the Norris–Landzberg parameter
weight increases from 0.2 to 0.3. The rest of the weights remain unchanged. The newly
generated data according to the assigned weights are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. The determined performance scores and ranks for the candidates (second scenario).

Converters Performance Score (P) Rank

Conventional Boost 0.2631 4
Interleaved Boost 0.3782 2

Floating Interleaved Boost 0.7369 1
Multi-switch Boost 0.3690 3

Cuk 0.0579 5
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In this scenario, it is evident that all the scores have become completely different so
that the interleaved converter moved to second place. The multi-switch converter is in third
place, ahead of the conventional boost. The Cuk converter has the lowest performance
score and is still in the last place, as expected. Considering that the number of cycles is
always known as a crucial factor in determining the suitable converter for the fuel cell
systems, the floating interleaved converter will not lose its place at the top of the list. When
evaluating the outcomes from these two different scenarios, from a practical viewpoint,
it is worth mentioning that the weight of each indicator should be chosen based on the
requirements of the system designer.

7. Conclusions

Despite significant efforts to design several DC-DC converter topologies appropriate
for fuel cell applications, there is a paucity of thorough research on the reliability and
thermal performance of these converters. This paper presented an in-depth thermal and
reliability analysis of five commonly used DC-DC boost converters in fuel cell systems. The
thermal analysis was performed based on determining semiconductor devices’ junction
temperature via a thermal network model. Then, a power cycling test was done by applying
a periodic power (with a frequency of 1 Hz) on the semiconductors so as to calculate the
number of cycles to failure as the most critical indicator in reliability assessment. The results
showed that the conventional boost converter (with a maximum IGBT junction temperature
of ~110 ◦C) has the weakest thermal performance among the studied converters. The
switching devices in the Cuk converter were also likewise subjected to significant thermal
stress. In contrast, the floating interleaved boost converter was able to get the first rank in
terms of thermal performance, and a temperature of ~62 ◦C was recorded for the IGBTs used
in this converter. In terms of reliability, the conventional boost converter remains the least
reliable (with Nf ~ 174k cycles), while the floating interleaved boost converter is likewise
the most reliable choice. The interleaved boost converter has also demonstrated remarkable
lifespan performance, ranking second (Nf ~ 6300k cycles). The analysis, including both
thermal/reliability aspects, revealed that the floating interleaved boost converter performs
much better compared to the conventional boost and other considered topologies.

To observe the effect of other indicators (i.e., the number of circuit components and
cost), a ranking methodology named TOPSIS has been used to arrange the converters
according to their overall performance score. In the first scenario, the weights taken into
account for the reliability indicator, maximum IGBTs’ temperature, maximum diodes’
temperature, number of total components in the circuit, and cost which were 0.2, 0.2, 0.2,
0.1, and 0.3, respectively. The cost weight was assumed to be predominant in this scenario.
The findings of this scenario revealed that the floating interleaved boost converter rated
best in terms of overall performance, whereas the Cuk converter ranked worst when several
indications were considered. Additionally, a second scenario was considered in which,
unlike the first scenario, the reliability indicator (0.3) was more important than the cost
(0.2). By considering a greater weight (0.3) for the cost criterion than the reliability (0.2), the
conventional boost converter ranked fourth among the examined converters. In addition,
the results showed that the floating interleaved boost converter would be the most proper
choice for fuel cell applications as it is always at the top of the list in different scenarios
(performance scores of 0.67 and 0.74 for the two chosen scenarios, respectively), while
the poorest results have been found in the Cuk converter in both scenarios. Evaluation of
other proposed topologies (e.g., Z-source converter) for fuel cells in terms of reliability and
thermal performance should be considered as a future study.
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